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He moves not his lip! refrains from words

flowing with honey and nectar! ;
he is a solitary.

A deaf and blind corpse swollen up with the disease

of authority is indeed a shocking object

Luxury supported by contracting debt, a

youthful wife married in old age, the devotions of

the stubborn and the dominion of a prince who will

not try crime -these incur inevitable misery, Oh sage.
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A liberal lender, a doctor, a perpetually flowing

stream and the twice born Bramin abide in a town

where these are found. Enter into no village where

these are unknown.
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To the hungry man dry bread is ambrosia.

He ihat bestoweth without reproving is the greatest

benefactor on earth. He who puts up with an attack

is the sound hearted and the man of spirit is the

ornament of his race.
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Liberality is the only wisdom. To die in battle

is manliness. That is the reading which the noblest

of inspired poets approve, and to enter into disputations

is indeed a vice.

The mouth that will not read, the mouth

that will not cry, 'Mother, give me food', the mouth

that will not invite a brother is a pit viler than that

in which a potter treads clay.
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il! not a guana live for a century?

a crawling snake in like manner live a hundred times

ten years? Will not a crane live long in a lake?

Let our hopes be fixed on a higher world. (Let us

be devoted to manly pursuits.)

That kindness should be shown to the kind

is no marvel, for it is
;merely an exchange. But he

who shows kindness to the unkind without laying a

fault to him is the wisest of men.
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He who uses on ;every occasion the words

suitable thereto who grieveth not the heart of his

neighbour, and so behaveth as himself to avoid pain

this is the beneficent man, O my friend.
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Pluck not raw fruits. Reproach not thy

relations, for it would be a sin indeed. Fly not in

battle. Transgress not thy master's command.
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Boats can be carried upon carriages and

carts also can be put upon ships. Just like boats

and carriages, are good luck and bad luck alternately

in power.

o*/

Like as the water lily when deserted by
the retiring wave withers in the rays of the lily -loving

Sun, so when we quit our natural situation, verily do

our friends become our foes.
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During the period that favour lasts, however

many faults we commit, they will not be scrutinised

by the prince; but the acts of the servant who has

lost his favour will assuredly be looked upon as crimes.
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If a worthless son be born, his worthiessness

is not all; he ruins his father's excellence too, as

an ear springing on a flowering sugar cane destroys

all the sweetness of the cane.
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Liberality is an ornament to the hand. Veracity

is an ornament to the lords of the earth. Morality

is an ornament to every one. Modesty is an ornament

to a woman.

Your own wealth is to you the treasures

of Piutus, and one's own poverty truly is considered

as the poverty of the whole world. His own death

is the destruction of all time. She indeed whom you

love is Venus, such is the case.



A man's wrath is the cause of his death

;
but his patience shall gain him protection, favour

and kindred. One's own enjoyment is esteemed as

heaven ; anyone's own grief they (verily) consider

as hell.

The wealth of him, who will neither bestow

nor consume it, is seized by the prince or by theives

or by fire as the honey hive stored by bees in the

forest falls into the hand of the wayfarer.
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Though the god of wealth is his ally, still

is Siva constrained to live on alms. Whatever wealth

your relations possess, will your own fate fail to befall

you?
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Rush not into the waters of the mid stream.

Take not a highlying field for corn whatever advantages

it promise, nor buy a horse with unpropitious marks

even though it has been taught to dance.
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Walk not in a path alone. Eat not in the

house of an enemy, thou having a base heart. Appropriate

not thy neighbour's goods, speak not so that thy

neighbour's heart may be grieved, Oh man of prudence.
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If verse or colloquy adorned with the ninefold

sentiments of taste, if sweet song be exhibited to him

who is devoid of judgement, verily it is as though

the melodious shell were sounded in the ear of the

deaf.
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Wealth that does no good to his neighbour,

\\hoever may will not avail him. It is like

d'jstria.'ly stored up by bees.
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/hi!e your happier days last, all things shall

s even though you be in the heart of the

forest. But in an unappointed time if you were even

to scale Oiympus (lit. the golden mountain), you would

get no advantage.
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God knows there is no sin in this world

so great as poverty. Those who set their eyes on

a poor man slight him and revile him as if he were

a dead body.

I am strong, what care I? says he; but

what good will he get of incurring the hatred of others?

Did never a snake however mighty die by falling into

the power of black ants?
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Studies that tend not to happiness, the song

unadorned with graceful gesture and sweet notes, the

embrace devoid of emotion and the speech unapproved

by the court are all tasteless!
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Fortune visits you spontaneously like as sweet

water is found in a coconut. Fortune disappears when

she pleases as does the pulp of the tough wood -apple

which the elephant has swallowed.
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The Almighty, the Light (Jnana) who has

within him the Qualities of peace, Divine-knowledge,

Universal existing power, known only to the divine

scholors, my adores (Narnaskarams) to such qualitative

Supreme being.
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I am constrained to retain these eloquent

mortis (Subhashftams) within me, because the knowle-

agabie persons are with jealous and will not give

heed to these eloquent words, kingly people (Bhusuras).
are blind with their proudness and powers, the cornmdn
people cannot understand these words.
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We can teach a layman easily, we can teach

a man who knows and can pacify him, but to teach

a half knowledged person is a difficult task because

of the reason that he acts as if he knows everything,

Even God (Brahma) cannot teach him and cannot

gladden him.
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It is practically impossible and difficult to

gladden a stupid person, than to acquire a gem from
the Jaws of an alligator (Makara), to cross the ocean

to garland the angry cobra.
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We can get oil from sand, we can get water

from mirage, we can create horns to the rabbit but

we cannot gladden a stupid.
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He who tries to tie any elephant with the

strings of lotus, he who wants to cut the diamond
'/.ith Rain-Flower (Dirisena Rower) he who wants to

Take the seawater sweet by adding a drop of honey
and he who tries to satisfy a fool with good talks

are cr same rank and are of equal nature.
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The Stupids are always silent before the

learned people in order to hide their stupidity. That

is the ornament for them.
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After learning from scholarly persons, I

became very happy like that of a man who had relieved

from fever, Prior to learning I behaved as an elephant

in rut
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The wicked people will never mind to do

any sort of harm to others without any reason. A

vile creature like dog will not hesitate to eat the rotton

bones with munch, Nothing can stop the wicked people

they can be ranked as vile.
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A down fall of a man can be compared

with Ganges. As Ganges came down from heaven

to Lord Siva's head from there to earth from there

to the sea and from there to hades.
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No science has yet specified how to alter

a stupid and his stupidity. We can control fire by

water, Sun beams by an umbrella, elephant by a goad

(A"^usha), bull and an ass by a lash, diseases by
Hi

rm oines, venom by a sacred text.
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If a scholorly person suffers out of poverty

ft is not his fault The fault lies with the king of the

regioa As, if the gem is not valued properly it is

not the mistake of the gem, but it is the misiahe

of the (valuer) dealer. The value of the Gem and

tie reputation of the Scholor will never degrade.
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Education is the one that cannot be stolen,

it will be increased by, on every teaching, it gives

immortal happiness, it will never lost even if it has

been taught to entire Universe. It remains even after

deluge (Kalpanatham). So the wealthy kings should

not be headstrong towards the educated (Scholorly)

persons. None can face scholorly persons.
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Trying to tie a rut elephant with lotus string

is equal to that of insulting the scholorly person by
a wealthy man. The wealth for the scholorly person
s"s equal to a hay. They will treat the richness as

a wretched one.
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The creator of Universe (Brahma) can order

his swan (his vehicle) not to enter his Padma Sarovara

but he cannot stop the natural gift of swan,

can? Separating water from milk (i.e. diluted milk)
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The real ornament for everybody is gnyana,
and sweet talks only, but not the sandle wood scent,

Bracelet, Neckles, Rowers. These things are only for

body and are mortal. The real ornaments are knowledge
and wisdom which are immortal.
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Education gives us charming (Tejam). It is

a teacher, guide, philosopher and bread giver even

in foreign place. It is Godly. It is a hidden treasure.

It will be renowned by kings. So education is everything

unlike money which has got the nature of frailty. Hence

uneducated man can rightly be said as 'a beast
1

.
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Patience needs no armour. Illtemper needs

no enemies. Kinmen needs no fire. Good friendship

needs no medicine. An elixer (wickedman) needs no

snakes.
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The perfect man should be considerable

towards relations, sympathetic on employees, rigorous

on wicked people, affectionative on good people,,

submissive towards rulers, respecting scholors, fierce-

ness on enemies, patience towards elders and firmness

towards women.
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The friendship with good natured people will

gives us, true knowledge, habit of speaking truth, respect

in society, free from sins, and reputation all over the
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The sacred people and scholars will be

immortal sacred by virtue and scholar by his scholarly

(true knowledge) deeds.
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The Lion (King of forest) prefers starvation

but will not eat grass to satisfy his hunger. He

prefers to eat the frontalglobe on the forehead of

an elephant only.
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According to the need and habits, people

will prefer to get their things (profits) like the dog

and the lion. Dog will eat the perishable bone without

adequate mutton on it which will not satisfy hunger.

The lion will not (hunt) eat though the jackal is readily

available. He goes on searching for an elephant for

his food.
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The elephant will always be elegant and

gets its food from mahout who gives good food with

affection unlike the dog. The dog will show his temporary

gratitude by weaving his tail and will show some cheep

tricks, to get his food out of mercy from his master.
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Death always follows birth. Birth is mortal.

The good deeds and fame only can make the birth

immortal. That birth claims real value Rest births are

useless.
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Flowers and great scholors will opt two ways

only. Flowers either will be garlanded or will be aloof

in the forest So also great scholors either will be

renowned or will be away from people.
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Rahuvu even though he got head only had

won and teases forever, the Sun, the brightest plannet,

the Moon (the king of the night) Rahuvu did not fight

with Bruhaspathy and five other brave plannets.
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The old dragon (Adi Seshu) carries the

Earth. He has been supported by a turtle (Adi Kurma)

The Ocean made the turtle submissive to the boar

(Adivaraha) the third incarnation of Vishnu', So great

people can do unmatchable miracles.
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Minaka the son of Himavantha had hidden

himself in the ocean (leaving his old father for his

fate) to save his own life from Indra who had used

Vajrayudha (Kulisa) against Minaka. Was it fair on his

part?
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Durnani (Sun's diamond) seems to be dull

it receives the Sun's rays it shines again.

So also the well versed persons may be insulted by

others, there won't any impact on them. That will only

a momentary effect. Again they will shine like Dumani.
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The cub or puff though is young will not

keep quite. He will sprang upon the mighty elephant

and will kill. For brave deeds the age is not a hindrance.
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Let the caste go to hell, good qualities may
\ let the family may go to dogs. Bravery may

lost its nature. Nothing has lost, if money is there,

everything is there. So money rules evertything (Money
makes many things)
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If money is there, everything is there. The

wealthy man will be treated as a man of letters, as

a scholor, as a good qualitative person, as a good

orator and as a handsome person, though he has

no above qualities.
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The following misdeeds will result in vanishing

of welth. For the king the ill advises of the crooked

ministers, brahmin due to lack of knowledge in sacred

hymns, Yati by his illegal contacts, the son by fondling

of parents, modesty by drinking alcohol, improper

attention on agriculture, lack of intimacy with the friends,

friendship without any affection, immorality, gift to

undeserving and carelessness.
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One should spend his money by donating

to needy deserving, spending money for one self. If

he will not do the above, the money will be lost

by theft. So one should do donations and spend for

one -self.
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The following will never loose their virtue.

Their lost shine is momentary. Shining, vigour, bravery,

stamina will not go-off permanently. Such as the gem

in process, a wounded soldier in battle, an elephant

that has been attacked by the wild sea creatures,

the river that has no water during autumn, a 'tired

blonde after copulation and the king after giving donation

to the deserving needy.
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If a poor man becomes upstart, he feels

that the entire world is as a hay. So the things and

status will change according to the situation. The mighty
3

things may appear as small ones and the small ones

may appear as mighty ones.
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King! the Earth and cow are equal. To

get milk from cow, you should feed calf carefully.

Like that, if you wish to get money you should take

re o* your subjects, then only the Earth will be

wishing tree (Kalpa taruvu)

^Q
iXS.
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The politics can be compared with a prostitute

The politics are of the same nature, it mixes

truth, lies, fine tune, harshly, miserly, liberally and

mixed economy.
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Don't serve the king (Boss) who has not

got the following desirous qualities. Punishing of an
e/il or wicked person, lack of glory, without brahmins
h his court, not donating to deserving needy, not

enjoying his life in a proper manner, not caring his

own khsmen.
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A man that had a pot will get a pet c

water only even if he goes to a well or a sea. L*

that, according to his fate, one will get one's for,.-

though he happened to be in the grave yard cr cess-

Even if he goes to golden mountain (Men; par.ar:

he will not get more than what he deserves := =:

He should be (Complaisant).
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The man who quarrels without causes,

expects wealth from others, wicked eye on the women,

impatient towards kins and good people, is said to

be a wicked man.
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The Cobra and wicked Scholor, are equal

Though the cobra pocess a gem on her head no

body will venture to go near-by. Eventhough he is

a scholor, because of his cruel nature no body

approaches him, for learning.
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The wicked always finds faults with good

people. If a man is with bashfulness they will treat

him as a fool of an ass. A sage will be treated as

a proud^one. An Orthodex will be treated, as an actor,

brave man as merciless, believer of the Karma will

be treated as stupid. Pleasing talker will be treated

as a poor man. A brilliant man as a humiliator, a

clever talker as a bore. For a wicked person, all the

good qualities will seem to be bad ones.
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One should be very careful in choosing the things

like good and bad. Bad things such as a greediness

which gives bad name, tale carrying which will have

its own bad reprecations, no hells punishment is needed.

Bad name is equal to death. Good ones such as

speaking truth, giving equal importance to every being,-

will sweeps away all the sins and is equal to Chandrayana

Vratha (Means : A religious or expiation/ observance

regulated by the moon's age) Pious mind is equal

to pHigrammage. No henchman is needed to do any

work. The good deed will do all that is needed. Respect

is equal to an ornament. So man should be careful

in doing things and should do good things only.
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Shiningless Moon in the day time, an aged

prostitute a lake without lotus, uneducated handsome,

a king that wants to acquire money by hook or crook,

a sage with poverty, a cruel man who carries tales

to the king, all these seven people are to be shunned

because they are the causers of mental agony.
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The king will not hesitate to kill a person

though he is honest because of the politics, as the

fire that eats ghee and the man also, if he is not

attentive.
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To satisfy a king is a difficult task by his

subordinates. If he keeps silent he will be treated as

a dumb person. If he talks he will be treated as a

talkative. If he moves closeiy with the king he will

be treated as a mannerless brute
f

if he keeps himself

away from the king he will be treated as timid, if

he rebels he wii! be called as impatient So to be

in good books with the king is a difficult one even

to sages.
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The wicked man will never be happy though

he is wealthy. The nature of his, is always to support

his bad hunchmen and their bad deeds. He insults

the good. So one should avoid such person, in order

to live with harmony.
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The friendship of a bad man is like 'that of morning

shadow, it increases rapidly and decreases slowly. But

the friendship of a goodman grows slowly and remains

stable. Though initially it appears small but it increases

slowly as that of the shadow of evening. So one

should opt the correct one, which is desirous.
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n this world we can find people Sske, hunters,

fishermen, tale bearers who will be the causers of

unnecessary enimity. Fish lives in the water without

doing any harm but the fisherman will haul and create

unhappy moments to the fish. The hunter hunts the

deer though it wil! not cause any harm and !ives

on grass. The tale bearers carry rumours and spoild

the harmony of the society.
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My adores (Namaskarams) to the pure, and

pious hearted people who appreciate the good qualities

in others, such as, good friendship, appreciatable nature

in others, regard towards teachers, interest in education,

to have copulation with his own wife only (Ekapatni

Vratam), fear about rumours, God fearness, non-caring

of insults and away from bad friendship.
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The qualities of an extraordinary person to

be bold even in calamities, patience during richness,

good oration, couragious during war, love towards fame,

love towards Vedas and ethical sciences.
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Natural ornaments of any extraordinary

persons are for hand bestoweth, for head paying regards

to teachers, for face the truth, for shoulder the conquering

of kingdom, for mind good behaviour, for ear to give

heed to all the sciences.
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To claim the eaternal happiness one should

follow the good methods. Avoid Jeevahimsa, snatching

- nature of other's property, speaking truth, bestoweth

to deserving, silent in other women's affairs, leaving

greediness, regard towards teachers, to be mercyful,

equal treatment in all sciences.
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Extraordinary persons will never be proud

and they are like white water lilly. The will never

be worried even though they lost their property and

they will remain stuburn as mountain.
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Extraordinary persons will always have certain

good qualities. It is like walking on the sowrd.

(Asidharavratharn) They will never lie even at the time

of life danger. Never approach a bad person for want

of help. They will never knock the doors of others

for want of financial help even from their friends during

rainy days. They are obedient towards the scholors.

These are the born gifts to the extraordinary persons.
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A vow to stand on the edge of a sword

is of a great danger. A small mistake may cause

harm to body and to life even. Such are the following

deeds. Secret bestoweth, a harmonious treatment to

guest, undisclosed help to needy, obedience during

richness, non censuring others, are equal to stand

on the edge of the knife (Asidharavaratam)
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A friendship and a drop of water are equal

in nature. If a drop of water falls on a hot-pan it

gets vapour, if it falls on a lotusleaf it shines like

pearl, if It falls on a coral it will become a pearl.

Such are the friendships. If the friendship extended

with the wicked the reprecations will be bad. If with

the common man the effect will be common. If with

the good the fruits will be good.

(Tell me the name of your friend I will tell your character)
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Blessed the man who has got a dutiful son,

a co-operative wife, a good friend who keeps friendship

at all times.

or

The son who is dutiful, the wife who is

co-operative, the friend that who keeps main fairs

friendship at all times blessed. To have such a son,

wife and friend are only the gift of God. Blessed such

a man.
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Everyone regards the good. Who will not

do so? Because the good has rich good nature,

appreciating nature in others, extends his help to fulfil

others needs, he execuses even harm creator and

explains him softly there by, to means his ways.
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Trees bow down with fruits, doua 's o ..

ccv*-:down with water. That the good rich will bo\\

Such are the qualities of great people. Trees s;,

us fruits, clouds water and rich (who is oc

help the poor.
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These are real ornaments, sandal wood scent to

the kind and good man. Listening of several hymns

to the ear, bestoweth to the hand, helping to the

needy is to the body,
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Good people will attend the needy without

any request The Sun makes lotus blow, the. Moon

makes white water lilly happy and clouds rain to make

people delight
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The best will help others even keeping their

works aside. The better will help others while doing

their work. But the Devils will spoil other's work to

make their work complete. But we cannot name the

person who will spoil other's work without any aim.
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The perfect man should have three qualities.

Shunning of bad deeds, venting of good deeds. Keeping

secrets, Helping others in rainy days; and to be a

friendly even in his hard days of his friend.
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The best example for good friendship is milk and

water. When milk was boiled the water within the

milk will be vapoured. The parting of water makes

the milk unhappy and provokes the milk to jump in

to the fire. To satisfy the milk, again water should

be added. On seeing the return of water the milk

will become normal.
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An exalted personages are the shelters for great people.

The ocean is the shelter for Lord Vishnu; who is

within him 14 Lokas and even enimies. The Minaka

mountain who requested the ocean to give shelter

to get rid of Indra's Vajrayudha. The ocean gave shelter

to inextinguishable fire -that swallows the water that

occurs by deluge. But the ocean stands still.
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Two persons lives are treated as worthy

ones. Rest are of useless ones. One is Dhruva who

shines on Merupavatha and the Tortoise (Adi Kurma)

who carries the Universe. The others lives are of a

fig nature. The fig may looks sweet but with in the

fig the worm are to be seen.
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Be patience, be far from bad deeds, be

a truthful man, be on rightful path, be helpful to sages,

be humble towards good, forgive enemy, be obedient

to elders do good deeds without hampering pelf, be

helpful to the needy. These are the good qualities.
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The good people and the nectar are the

sa-ne. They will do good and will be renownd by
tnree lokas. They are always obedient to the sages

iMahatmas). They will regard even a small good quality
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Hero will never tarry by the way. Even he

get many hardies in the process of his good deeds.

Like Suras who churned the milk-ocean in order to

get nectar. During the process they had received poison.

But they did not feared of the poison.
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Hero's are always called first ranked persons.

They will never do the work half dona They will

struggle till they get the fruit of it. Second ranked

persons will start the work and leave the same half

done because of the hardels. But the third ranked

persons will never start any work fearing about the

hardels.
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Hero's are always finishes their job, even

they will get good food or not, good shelter or not,

good bed or not They will never be overwhelmed

when they get happy situation. They will not mind

even if they will be in unhappy situation. Their

ultimate-aim is to finish the work.
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The honesty will never get upset, even they

have been insulted. Their nature will never be changed

during richness or in poverty. They will care a pin

for the death. Their nature will be always even. They

will never deviate from their honesty nature.
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He who will not to be attracted by the sweet

talks of the women, by illtemper, by covetnousness,

he only can conquer the Universe.
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The fire, even we tilt it, it glows upwards

only, Such is the nature of the brave people they
will never loose their bravery even any obstrucles

come in their way.
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Leaving good acts are worse than, *a
'

";

down from a high hill and loosing lite, keeping t^e

wrist in the rnouth of Adiseshu (Old dragon) who

venom, falling down in the fire. The above tbr

only an ordinary things leaving good acts are

than any thing.
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Piousman treats fire as water, the Himalayas

as pebbles, the tiger as deer, the small snake as

garland and venom as nectar.
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For pious people the difficulties are mome-

ntary. Like the Moon, who will not be visible for some

days and again he will be visible in full zoom.
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The real ornaments to the pious and wholly

man are
;
be humble inspite of richness, polite eventhough

he is brave, to be away from worldly attachments,

humble even he has devine knowledge and other

educational qualifications, to be helpful to the needy,

to be a sage without anger, bestoweth whom so ever

that approaches him.
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The proud and bravery are not of any use.

Indra, who pocess mighty sword (Vajrayudha) the learned

scholor (Brihaspathy) the mighty elephant, (Iravatha)

loved by Vishnu are of no use to Indra. He was

defeated by Asuras. So the only powerful thing is

God. (That means the Karma is powerful)
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The mouse makes a small hole into a big

one throughout the night and sleeps there itself due

to tiresom. The snake which already was there, will

eat the mouse and run away through the big hole.

So the richness and poverty are always comes and

vanishes.
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Even if a good person had fallen under

the sapless stalks again he can come over from that

stalks. But a bad man falls under the mud will never

come out of the mud.
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The power of God is the only one that

cannot be avoided by any one. The bald headed man

ran under a palm tree to take shelter from Sun beams.

But the palm fruit had fallen on the head of that

man and broke his head.
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The power of the God is very powerful. Even mighty

people cannot avoid the difficulties created by God.

Elephant, snake, eagle are can be tied up. The Sun

and the Moon are also victims of Eclipse. None can

super-sede the God's desire.
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God created human being who can be an ornament

to the earth by way of his innovations. But the same

God kills him. So to know God's actions are very

difficult.
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The Moon has got all sorts of herbs nectar. He is

an ornament to Lord Siva. Yet he suffers from

tuberculosis. So Gods decession cannot be avoided.
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God makes human being's brain as mud and beats

badly like a potter and puts it in the wheel of

bondage. I am not in a position to judge why (God)

he does all these things.
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No hardiles, created by the God to the great

people, can stop their good deeds.. The great people

like ocean. Meru will have no change even at the

time of Deluge.
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God has decided every one's share on the

earth. Even a great struggle done by human being,

he will not get more than what has allotted by God.
It is like that the black, cuckoo can only have one
or two rain drops though there is a heavy rain.
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Nobody is above to God, Even suras are

also have to obey the decision of the God (Karma).

So the Karma is above to all. My prayers go to Ccti

(Karma).
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Karma is above all. Brahma was asked to

be in the midst of universe which shapes like carthem

pot, even Lord Vishu has to take ten Avataras. Lord

Siva has to go for begging with a skull in his hand.

Sun has to work restlessly. So every one has to suffer

according to their Karma.
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Leo:

Oh wise ! if you wishe to acquire the desired

one, you should treat a fool as a wise, wicked as

a good, a foe as a friend, a poison as a nectar.
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The good deeds done by a person will fetch

him with palaces, Kingdom and with cutes. The bad

deeds done by a bad person will make him poor
like that the untied chain from where the pearls will

be scattered.
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India is a Karma Bhoomi. He who was born

should perform tapa. If not, he is equal to fool of

an ass. Is there anybody that cooks food in the pot

embossed with gems, preparing oil cake by burning

sandal wood, making fence out of Camphor (Karpoo-

ram)? He who will not do tapa (Karma Yoga) claims

the above ranks of fool's activities.
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When fortune has not favoured, any activity

like doing business cropping or doing many activities

will never fetch him. If fortune favours nothing can

stop his prosperity.
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The good Karma done by a person in his

previous birth will save him even if he is amidst of

the forest, battle field, enemies, water, fire, sea, peak

of the mountain. He will be free from all the above

dangers.
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The holideed that was done by a person

though it was small, will make him happy. For him

every bad man looks good, earth looks like diamond

mines, He feels everything is good.
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The worshipful teacher who by the due

performances of worship hath attained merit He by

that worship shall see (i.e., obtain). Never shall he

be changed.
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It is the favour of the excel Int teacher and

through much study that is illumed with knowledge

and (good conduct) ethics, that shall put thee into

right path. Teach men that the excellent teacher is

himself a part of the Divinity.
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He that has seen is greater than who has

heard. But he that possesses Him is greater than who

hath beheld. Greatest of the noble is he in the earth.

Our own shadow is our foe, and our shadow

is a witness to us of our bulk in the body; my passions

are my enemies and rny mind is the only aid I have.

This is ture.
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He that knows his mother knows the deity.

He that knows the earth knows heaven. He that knows

heaven and earth knows himself.
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Reading reading, reading still reading and

still reading. Reading and reading, reading, some reading

yet he cannot read so as to discern the great secret
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He who investigates in water the element

(of fire) and ascertains it with delight in his mind-this

man is like water of elemental nature, (awfully difficult)

Behold the world is bound with the seven

cords of passions. Strange ! with the sword of knowledge
let us strive to sever them.
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Like as honey is produced in a hi

ant-hill), like as a ruby is produced on h;il t i'.ke as

fire is produced in a stick thus produced h

let a man bestow on others.

He who mortgages, suffers a certain !css

he loses part of his living. The acceptor of tie pJeaa

derives satisfaction therefrom. But he is ruined ? t

begins to covet it
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Numerous as creeds be they are not

permanent in the earth. Truth is but one in the earth.

It consists in leaving every creed and be-holding the

very deity.

Consider that thy mother and father are thy

first instructors; Parvati and Siva are the greatest of

teachers. It is a shame to call those teachers who

are hired.
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You may speak a hundred words but beware

of wrting down one. No evidence is required if the

writing is produced. But in case writing is wanted

then indeed good witnesses are required, (easy, pure

Telugu),

u

If you seat a dog in a royal sedan, it cannot

remain fixed in one mind. Thus cannot the man of

ignorant mind restrain his soul.
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By going a pilgrimage to Banares, and bathing

on the Ganges ye indeed suffer hardship but shall

never attain heaven. No more than a buffalo calf can

resemble a cow by merely following about it.
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The height of excellence is to abstain from

slaying. Thus say the Bramins, lords of earth and

still commit slaughter of animals in sacrifice. Better

is the chadala who devours dead cattle.
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However much you wash ft well (ccs-

defilement of the mouth depart? That alone Is a

(Which does not speak falsehood); That da:;y

falsehood is not a mouth but a mouth below.

King Sibi cut a piece out of h:s bcdy

give for a dove to a hawk. He became the tc;

of report and attained fame. They will not estes

him who is wicked, but will praise him who is charSat
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Why did Sesha, king of serpents gnash his

teeth with rage. Why did Surya through anger become

cruel? By anger Vulkan became diminished in day

light. Anger is unprofitable to any man.
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Of gifts, the gift of food is the noblest In

music, the melody of the Sama Veda is the sweetest.

In meditation that of Siva is the noblest.
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in the earth, and again dress their food

vessel of the body. Why should ye fca

for this muddy life ?
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All wealth that is buried falls to trs

of the earth; all that is out falls into the rts

others; all that we eat is the gain mere!/ c
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inner system; what is bestowed alone remaps
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A fellow on one leg is no saint. If one

carries cow-dung she is no slut, if one sees either

of these he is merely astonished (his eyes redden).
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Without self possession the mere favour of

learning will never remove the doubts of the aspirant

No more than darkness will be dissipated by a painted

flame.
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By gentleness every object is pleasantly

attained. It is a true victory; by it our vows are performed,

I will lay you any bet. How great were the difficulties

that Dharmaraj conquered by means of gentleness?

(admirable and easy),
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Vegetables without salt are to the taste vile

as (salt ground) barren land. A ruined wretch is he

that hath no shoes and the man out of debt is the

richest of the wealthy.
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He who being charitable in his mind considers

the hungry guest as God, and without the least heat

Measure) gives him a mouthful (as much as a

of food, this is the man who can cry avaunt

to yama (death) and slay him.
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Mother, father, friends and relations, and all

others will seek and desire a young man. They will

give him th girl but not fortune with her.
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